Software Engineer Saas Python
Our customers are located worldwide and we are playing in the fast moving mobile
ecosystem. esChecker is a product designed to disrupt the security testing of mobile
applications with providing services to automate the security testing and manage the
processes related to the compliance of an app to the guidances and regulations.

Your role at eShard
You are in charge of designing and implementing new features in esChecker Saas
platform, in collaboration with the other developers according to a scrum agile
methodology.
You work in close collaboration with our great team of security experts, who
contributes to the product.
You contribute to code reviews, architecture and design decisions.
You mainly work from our office in Pessac, France; it’s important to have a place of
work to meet and hang out. Our office culture is highly technical, our organisation
fairly flat and our mindset flexible.
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This position is open to any education degrees. eShard provides an attractive
remuneration package including an incentive plan and good health Insurance.

Your skills
Within eshard, you are excited about developing your skills and knowledge in an
international and highly dynamic technical environment. You have at least a first
significant experience as a software engineer.
● You love Python (3 of course) and have a significant experience with it
● You master Saas technologies: Kubernetes, Docker, Grafana,...
● You enjoy quality, Test driven development, clean code, clean architecture.
● You have a good knowledge of web stack and technologies
● You have the sense of delivery
● You enjoy continuous improvement, preaching good practices and sharing your
knowledge
● You have a proficient level in English
One or some of the points below will be considered as bonus points:
● Knowledge in Android development and AOSP
● Knowledge in iOS development
● Knowledge in SE Linux
● Knowledge in front-end development

About eShard
eShard is a five years old internationally-focused company developing with a strong
innovation path in cyber-security. A particular area of strength is the security expertise
for embedded and mobile products (including mobile app security, embedded
software security, Trusted Execution Environment, embedded cryptography attacks).
Our highly educated R&D teams are continuously analyzing current and potential
security threats, it enables us to be at the state of the art of attacks and protection or
beyond
it.
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We think that great softwares are important for security, that’s why we are selling high
value softwares that are first in class.
We help customers to put the right amount of security in their product, and validate
that with practical tests.

Interested?

Send your resume and motivation letter to career@eshard.com. If you have any
project that is a good showcase of your work, don’t hesitate to send us a link to it as
well.
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